
INSTALLATION GUIDE
SKY TUNNEL 457mm
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Please note: All work carried out by the installed should be in accordance with New Zealand laws 
and safety regulations. Attention: Wear safety goves to avoid injury when handling. Care must be 
taken when handling the Sky Tunnel components. Ends and edges of materials used are sharp.
This is a guide to assist in your installation. New Zealand installations on metal roofs require a 
flashing back to the ridgeline - refer to the additional guide to back-flashing on page 7.

TILE ROOF: PROCEED TO STEP 7
CORRUGATE ROOF: PROCEED TO STEP 13

1 2

3 4 

First decide approximately where you would like your 
Sky Tunnel located in the room.

Check that the attic space is clear of obstructions 
above where you wish to locate the Sky Tunnel.

Measure to the centre, between the ceiling joists and 
tap a small nail through the ceiling from the top. Then 
check you are happy with the position for your Sky 
Tunnel inside the room.

Cut neatly along the pencil line on the ceiling with a 
keyhole saw. You should wear protective equipment 
such as safety glasses and mask where possible, 
as dust and debris may fall whilst cutting. Hold the 
middle of the circle you are cutting when nearing the 
end to stop the panel falling out.

Using the up-stand of the ceiling frame as a template, 
or using the template on your ceiling parts box,
mark the hole size on the ceiling with a pencil, 
ensuring the nail hole is at the centre.

Insert the ceiling frame and attach with the 50mm 
supachip screws and plastic lugs provided. The 
plastic lugs are placed on the top side of the ceiling. 
Fasten the screws through the holes in the ceiling 
frame, the ceiling and into the white plastic lugs 
tighten. SEE STEP 5 BEFORE PUTTING IN 
SCREW CAPS
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SKY TUNNEL INSTALLATION GUIDE PAGE 2/7 

** IMPORTANT STEP **

Check that your diffuser sits flush and the 
magnets lock onto the ceiling frame magnets 
correctly.

If your ceiling is not flat, you may need to 
loosen 1 or 2 screws slightly allowing contact 
of all magnets. Once this is ok, put diffuser 
aside, and place white screw caps into the 
screws to cover them.

You can now move onto the roof & attic part of 
the Installation. You will return inside to finish 
the job later.

Push the stainless steel ring 
(with the Flexi-Tube fitted) into 
the underneath of the black 
breather frame, lining up the 
slots in the ring with the lugs in 
the breather frame.

Twist the stainless
steel ring to lock it 
into position.

FOR TILE ROOF - PROCEED TO STEP 7
FOR CORRUGATE ROOF - PROCEED TO STEP 13

From inside the attic, choose the most direct route for 
the Flexi-Tube to reach the roof. Push back a tile to 
mark the location. Make sure there is a clear area of 
roof above your location.

** IMPORTANT NOTE **
Also consider that skylights work best with a northern 
exposure and that the shorter, straighter and tighter 
the Flexi-Tube is, the better the Sky Tunnel will 
perform. On the roof, you will see where you have pushed 

back your tile. Remove tiles from this area of the 
roof and cut out the tile batten. This is only used to 
support the tiles, that you have now removed.

Lower the Sky Tunnel into position. Be careful to 
make sure the Flexi-Tube does not catch on any of 
the tiles or roof timbers.

Ensure the rear portion of the soaker tray is 
underneath the tiles behind and the front portion 
is on top of the tiles. Re install any tiles (trim if 
necessary) to cover the sides of the soaker tray.
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SKY TUNNEL INSTALLATION GUIDE PAGE 3/7

Gently mould the corrugated flashing at the front 
of the Sky Tunnel to match the profile of the tiles.

Clean around the Sky 
Tunnel and the flashing, 
removing any debris and 
any rubbish from the roof.

Remove the protective 
plastic film from the dome. 
You can now finish the 
installation Inside the 
room.

PROCEED TO STEP 22

FOR CORRUGATED ROOF ONLY 14 FOR CORRUGATED ROOF ONLY

15 FOR CORRUGATED ROOF ONLY 16 FOR CORRUGATED ROOF ONLY

SEE PAGE 7: BACK-FLASHING GUIDE.

From inside the attic, choose the most direct route 
for the Flexi-Tube to reach the roof. Using a drill 
and self drilling screw, screw through the roof, 
central to where you will install the roof parts. Make 
sure there is a clear area of roof
above your location.

** IMPORTANT NOTE **
Also consider that skylights work best with a 
Northern Exposure and that the shorter, straighter 
and tighter the Flexi-Tube is, the better the Sky 
Tunnel will perform.

After finding your screw which acts as a guide for the 
centre of your hole. Mark the Hole Size, it should be 
approx: 457mm dia - 690mm(w) x 580mm (h) The 
line along high side should go one corrugation further 
on both sides, and stop at the highest point of the 
corrugation. Side lines should also be on highest point.

For each Sky Tunnel, double check all your 
measurements on the roof and the soaker tray to 
ensure you will get full coverage over the hole, with 
plenty of overlap on all sides. back of soaker Tray will 
be under the roof sheets. 
** Make Sure ALL cuts will finish on the highest point 
of a corrugation.

Remove any Roof Sheeting tek Screws from the area 
around where the Sky Tunnel is going to be installed.
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SKY TUNNEL INSTALLATION GUIDE PAGE 4/7

17 FOR CORRUGATED ROOF ONLY 18 FOR CORRUGATED ROOF ONLY

19 FOR CORRUGATED ROOF ONLY 20 FOR CORRUGATED ROOF ONLY

21 FOR CORRUGATED ROOF ONLY

Cut out along the lines that were marked, ensuring 
cuts finish on the highest point of a corrugation. 
Ensure the correct cutting tools are used for the 
roof sheeting., whether manual or electric.

On the low side of the hole, bend up all of the 
lowest points on the corrugations to prevent any 
water blowing back up the corrugations, and under 
the Soaker Tray into the roof space.

** An alternative to Steps 19 & 20 is:
Install some Waterproof Corrugated Foam, available 
from some Hardware stores. It is designed to fill the 
gaps in corrugations such as these. On the high side 
of the hole, cut approx 20mm on the highest point of 
each corrugation.

Bend both sides of the cut downwards, to create an 
overlap, which closes off the corrugations on the 
high side.

If Sky Tunnel is not being Installed under the Ridge 
Capping. Measure and Mark approx 90mm down 
from the back edge of the Soaker Tray, on both 
sides.Measure and Mark 60mm in from both the 
side edges along the back edge.

Cut this “Triangle” 
off both sides of the 
Soaker Tray.
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SKY TUNNEL INSTALLATION GUIDE PAGE 5/7

Lower the Sky Tunnel into position. Be careful to 
make sure the Flexi-tube does not catch on the Roof 
Sheeting. The back edge of the Soaker Tray will be 
fitted under the Roof Sheeting. The Soaker Tray 
should be pushed up until the corners of the Soaker 
Tray meet flush with the cut in the Roof Sheet.

Re-install any Roof Sheeting Tek Screws that were 
removed. If necessary, these can be fixed through
the Soaker Tray.

Put a rivet into each corner on the high side of the 
Soaker Tray, and every 2nd corrugation, fixing the 
Soaker Tray to the roof sheeting.
Ensure any holes drilled are always on the high point 
of the corrugations.

Using a hammer, and rag to protect the surface 
gently tap the front of the soaker tray between the 
high points on the roof sheeting to mould the soaker 
tray to the roof profile.

Clean around the Sky Tunnel and the Flashing, 
removing any Debris and Rubbish from the roof. Be 
sure to make sure any “swarf” from drilling the metal 
surfaces is removed to prevent them rusting on the 
surface of the Soaker Tray or Roof Sheeting.

Using a Roof & Gutter Silicone, seal both corners 
on the high side of the Soaker Tray.
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SKY TUNNEL INSTALLATION GUIDE PAGE 6/7

Remove the protective plastic film from the dome. The installed roof parts should look like this. 
You can now finish the installation inside the room.

Reach through the Ceiling Frame and pull the Flexi-
tube through the Ceiling Frame and into the room.
Continue pulling until it is tight, the wires will lock onto 
the lip at the top of the Ceiling Frame. Cut the Flexi-
Tube off level with the bottom of the Ceiling Frame.

Fit the White Plastic Flexi-Tube locking ring into 
position with the countersunk screws provided. 
Start at one end, and work your way around the 
locking ring. Be sure to line up the 2 x recesses in 
the Flexi-Tube locking ring with the recesses in the 
ceiling frame.

Fit the diffuser into position. Ensure you line up the 
magnets in the diffuser holder with the magnets 
on the face of the ceiling frame. If the Sky Tunnel 
is vented, place the extra magnets provided as a 
spacer between the diffuser holder magnets and 
ceiling frame magnets.



Commercial Installation - A guide to Back-Flashing.
**This guide should be used in conjuction with the Sky Tunnel Commercial Installation Guide.

STEP ONE
The holes for the Sky Tunnels should 
be positioned so as to cut as few ribs
as possible. Always check the soaker
tray will cover the hole plus one
uncut rib on either side.

Between each Sky Tunnel Soaker Tray
will be a piece of back-flashing. This
should have a 100mm overlap on
both ends.

Soaker Tray Width

STEP TWO
The first Sky Tunnel Soaker Tray  to
install is the furthest unit from the
ridge line. You will need to cut the
shape of  the ribs from the front edge
of the soaker tray. You can now screw
the lower edge & sides of the Soaker
Tray to the ribs using Tek or Hex 
Screws (with rubber washers). You
can also run a layer of silicone on the
top edge of the Soaker Tray, which
will be covered by the Back-flashing.

Tek Screws

Silicone

STEP THREE
Place the Back-flashing on TOP of the 
Sky Tunnel Soaker Tray with the
100mm overlap as mentioned earlier.
The silicone should now be covered
by the back-flashing. Now screw the
lower edge & the sides of the Back-
flashing to the ribs. The screws in the
lower edge should be positioned on 
the overlap so they also screw into
the Soaker Tray. Run a layer of silicone
on the top edge of the Back-flashing.

STEP FOUR
Place the next Sky Tunnel Soaker Tray
on TOP of the Back-flashing with the
100mm overlap as mentioned earlier.
The silicone should now be covered
by the Soaker Tray. Now screw the
lower edge & the sides of the Soaker
Tray to the ribs. The screws in the 
lower edge should be positioned on 
the overlap so they also screw into
the Back-flashing. Run a layer of
silicone on the top edge of the Sky
Tunnel Soaker Tray.

STEP FIVE
Place the Back-flashing on TOP of the 
Sky Tunnel Soaker Tray and tucked
UNDER the Ridge Flashing, both with
100mm overlap as mentioned earlier.
Run a layer of silicone between the 
back-flashing & ridge flashing. Now
screw all edges & the sides of the
Back-flashing to the ribs. The screws
on the upper & lower edges should be
positioned on the overlaps. 
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